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An integrated, unified Azure OpenAI solution that synthesizes knowledge 

across multiple sources of information enabling you to experience content 

discovery through an intuitive chat interface.



Contact us or your Microsoft Representative to discuss your specific 

enterprise requirements and we will tailor a complimentary 1/2 day 

workshop to identify how to:

Establish governance processes to uphold confidentiality and privacy

Create a knowledge assistant that seamlessly traverses all of your 

enterprise information

“We formed our partnership with OpenAI around a shared 

ambition to responsibly advance cutting-edge AI research and 

democratize AI as a new technology platform. In this next phase 

of our partnership, developers and organizations across 

industries will have access to the best AI infrastructure, models, 

and toolchain with Azure to build and run their applications.”

Satya Nadella, Chairman and CEO, Microsoft.
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This unique solution introduces a centralised metadata catalogue that allows you to:  

Curate information from any data source across any platform

Classify, segment and secure corporate information 

Appropriately govern information discovery across your enterprise
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BizData's experienced team of AI and Data Integration specialists will help you implement a 

production-ready environment that enables staff across your organisation to use a GPT 

powered AI assistant,  trained on your own private corporate knowledge that remains secure 

within your network.

Responsible AI
Fairness | Accountability | Transparency | Explainability | Privacy & Data Protection | Safety & Robustness | Collaboration
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